
Annual End of Year & Graduation Mass 

Wednesday, 23rd May 2018 

Church of the Most Holy Trinity, Bunclody 

Following the Mass, the Principal, Ms. Frances Threadgold spoke to the 
assembled students and staff. 

 
Today as another academic year comes to an end we gather as an FCJ school 
community to celebrate. It is a very special occasion for our Leaving Certs and 
for three teachers. Also a part of today's ceremony that I am looking forward to 
is the conferring of a 6th year student with the Good Fellowship and F.C.J. 
Companionship Awards which are our tribute to that student who has been 
judged to have been outstanding in the school by their spirited commitment to 
its life and purpose. 

 

But first I ask you all to stand and take our Anti-Bullying Pledge.     All stand  

The Pledge to end bullying 

I pledge to: 

Respect one another and accept our differences 

Reject all verbal, physical, relational and cyber bullying  

Report all bullying incidents in our school 

Please be seated. 

  

This week in our school we emphasise our Anti-Bullying Policy and we cele-
brate the right of each student to learn, to be safe and happy in our school and 
the right to be themselves. Though we are one as a school community we are all 
individuals with our unique personalities and qualities that make us who we are. 
We will end this week with a BE YOURSELF DAY on Friday where each of us, 
students and staff alike, will be encouraged to express our individuality through 
what we choose to wear. I can’t wait because for the past week a team of four 
enthusiastic 3rd years, captained by Ben Holmes, has been critiquing my dress 
code and would you believe Ben has gone as far as to give me a rating out of 
10!!  I have gotten a 7, an 8, an 8.5, a 7 and this morning an 8.5, which I do     
believe leaves me with an underwhelming average of 7.8 !! so Ben I will return 
the compliment on Friday where I hope I can give you a 10 out of 10 for being 
yourself!! 

I want to thank Fr. Laurence O'Connor who celebrated the Mass for us here to-
day. 

The RE teachers who helped prepare the Mass and in particular Ms. Ide 0' 



Shaughnessy and Ms. Ciara Grufferty. 

The 6th years and the other students who participated in 

the Mass and all involved in the Service of Light 

I welcome in a special way the parent representative, Mr. David  Medcalf,  Ms. 
Catherine  Doyle who represented  the Board of Management and Mr. Thomas 
Mernagh, your Dean of Year who represented the staff. 

Thanks to Ms. Nicola Carr and Ms. Eileen Martin who produced the Mass book-
lets 

Mr. Pat O’Gorman who came down especially today for sound and who was 
ably assisted by Liam Ascott, 5th Yr. 

Mr. Dale Hennessy for all his work with the choir including the  Graduation 
song. 

To past pupil, Mr. Kevin McEvoy and his assistants, Hannah Sweeney and Aoife 
Clauson for providing the video link to the Parochial Centre behind us where 
AII and VII are sitting. 

Especially this afternoon I would like to thank the staff, teaching and non, for all 
their help today - I really appreciate it. 

This term seems to have gone by very fast 
indeed.......  It must be because I am getting 
older!!! ..... but we have still managed to 
find plenty to celebrate. 

Well done first goes to Fionn O Muiri, PIV, 
who was awarded 2nd place in all of Ire-
land for his Junior Cert Technical Graphics 
exam in 2017.  Congratulations too to his 
teacher, Mr. Quilter. 

Our school has again been awarded a 
Green Flag, this time for Energy conservation, which flies proudly at the front of 
the school beside our Active School flag and our very important Blue Shield 
Flag  for Anti-Bullying. Thank you to all the people who have been involved 
in the hard work of earning these flags with special word of thanks to the coordi-
nator Mr. Brendan Daly. 

We have had great success in TY with the Eco Unesco team yesterday  winning 
the Senior All-Ireland  Final under the guidance of Ms. Catherine Doyle. Well 
done to the team of Aine  Byrne, Brian Byrne, Meaghan Byrne, Riona Byrne, 
Aoife Clauson, Eve Furlong, Bronagh Judge, Joe Kehoe, Edward Kinsella, 
Fionn O'Muiri, Hannah Sweeney.    Thank you and well done Ms. Doyle for all 
your hard work with the team. 

Earlier today we applauded the sporting achievements of our school with the 
senior boys and U14 Hurlers reaching the South Leinster final, and both our 



U16 Camogie and U14 Ladies football teams reaching a Leinster final. Just     
because we didn't get across the line doesn't mean we shouldn't applaud you. A 
lot of hard work and training has gone into getting you to this stage and it is 
character building to pick yourself up from defeat and go again. Thank you to all 
the teachers who put so much time and effort into training  and who spoke so 
proudly of you, their teams, earlier today. 

Success on the Athletics track saw Elaine Oladiran, PII, win Gold in the Junior 
Shot Put, and Orlaith Deegan, PI,win Silver in the 500m and in the High Jump. 
Orlaith has gone on to win Gold for the High Jump. Well done and thank you to 
Ms. Holden for accompanying the students to the event. 

That team spirit too is being experienced by four of our 5th year students who 
have travelled to Lourdes to help with the invalids on the Diocesan pilgrimage. I 
welcome home George Kenny, Brandon Roche, Ciara O'Sullivan & Nicole 
Dunne who, along with Ciara Kinsella, have I am sure, been enriched by the    
experience. 

The month of May is designated as a time to raise awareness about mental 
health and in particular positive mental health. There are many initiatives  in our 
school and this year again saw our school being awarded Ambassador  status for 
the Cycle Against Suicide. FCJ took part in our own successful Cycle against 
Suicide of nearly 60km earlier this month. The weather was symbolic because 
against the driving rain the team of students, parents and teachers battled, never 
giving  up, and came through the adverse conditions  to finish in style. I want to 
thank Ms. Emily-Ann Doyle who prepared the students, parents and teachers for 
the cycle. I know the students appreciated all that was done by Ms. Anne      
Carroll, Ms. Doyle and all the teachers involved. Thanks too to the students who 
took part and who were, as always, true ambassadors for FCJ Bunclody. 

Now some of you in front of me may not realise it but there is plenty of romance 
among our 6th Year bunch here - No!! I am NOT going to call out who I am     
referring to.  Maybe our Head Girl and Head Boy might have something to say 
about that. Instead I want to tell you that romance was in the air too for one of 
our teachers who headed off to Belfast over Easter and came back engaged to a 
gentleman called Hugh. Congratulations Ms. Paige Poole on your recent          
engagement. 

On a more serious note it hasn't all been good news and we remember today our 
students, Caitlin Davis and Josh Darlington, who are no longer with us. To   
Olivia and especially to Pippa I know today is a bitter sweet day for you and I 
admire your courage and resilience. 

The theme of our Mass today is The Journey into the Unknown. There is one  
lady who comes to mind straight away and I know I speak for each and every 
one of you when I take a moment to send our very own Ms. Simone O’Neill all 
our love, all our best wishes and all our prayers as she continues on her very 
own journey of treatment and healing. 



The spirit of generosity that has been shown to Ms. O’Neill by you, our stu-
dents, past and present has left her truly humbled and she is so so appreciative 
for all the support and good wishes she has received from you all. 

That spirit of generosity and goodwill was also demonstrated very clearly         
recently in FCJ when we all walked to Kildavin and back declaring that FCJ 
says NO to bullying and No Bystanders Here. I am delighted to tell you that on 
that day our school raised €3,500 for the Irish Cancer Society with over €1,000 
being raised by my Tractor Boys!! You know how proud I am of you boys - and 
that includes Mr. Dean Farrell. 

Two young men who graduate       
today deserve mention here. They 
have bravely fought, and won, their 
battle with cancer. Matthieu         
Osborne and Cillian Redmond have 
shown how resilience and a fighting 
spirit can win the day. I would like 
to ask both Mathieu and Cillian to 
come forward now to accept a 
cheque for the Irish Cancer Society.  

To make the presentation to them 
on behalf of the school I call on the 

BRAINS behind the Tractor Run, Cian Power, to come to the altar. 

Today we bid a fond farewell to 134 6th Years but we also bid farewell to three 
esteemed teachers who are sitting here beside me. Mr. Michael Dalton (38 
years), Ms. Anne Kehoe (38 years), and Ms. Carmel Wade (36 years) - a grand 
total of 112 years teaching in FCJ!!  They have worked  under 4 principals -   Sr. 
Margaret  Quirke, Sr. Eileen Keane, Sr. Madeleine Ryan and myself as the first 
lay principal. Mr. Dalton is taking today in his stride but the two ladies are a    
little anxious about what I am going to say and how much of a scene I am going 
to make. They have decided between the pair of them that if I ask them up to 
speak Mr. Dalton is their selected spokesman - except they never told you, did 
they Mr. Dalton? 

Now Mr. Dalton was teaching for three years elsewhere before he came to    
Bunclody so he has been teaching for 41 years! Throughout those years Mr.   
Dalton has taught Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Maths, Science, Computers, and 
Technical Graphics. 

As your students have come to realise, Mr. Dalton, you are a genius of both    
science and maths with a sharp brain and an even sharper light-hearted wit to 
match. You are always in good humour and enjoy nothing better than the         
exchange of quick witted banter. I believe you told your  Physics class yesterday 
that you have been here 38 years but that you haven't worked a day of it because 
you have enjoyed it all the way, and you know what - I believe that!! I often hear 



you next door to me chatting to Nicola as you battle with the photocopier and 
you start with the catchphrase "Nice to see you to see you nice"!! You brought 
great pride and success to FCJ Bunclody when you won the top award of Young 
Scientist of the Year in the late 1980s with Emma Donnellan and Henry Byrne, 
who is an uncle to students here with us in FCJ, including Liam McGuill who 
graduates today. You have been a fount of knowledge and support to your      
colleagues in both the science and maths departments and it is always done in 
an unassuming and humble way. In short, Mr. Dalton, you are an absolute     
gentleman. You will be greatly missed by us all. I know you told your students 
yesterday that radio Dalton has finished transmitting. Over & Out. 

On behalf of all of us in FCJ, students and staff, I wish you, Michael, the best of 
good health to enjoy many years of happy retirement with your wife Mary and 
sons Emmet and David and daughter Laura. I now ask you to come forward  
Michael to accept some gifts for this special occasion. 

Next I turn to Ms Kehoe. What you may not know about  Ms. Kehoe is that she 
hails from Limerick and has been an FCJ girl from an early age. She attended 
FCJ Coláiste Laurel Hill for her secondary education, lán gaelach, and contin-
ued then to teach here in FCJ for the last 38 years. She is passionate about both 
of her subjects and is even more passionate about supporting her students. Her 
kind motherly nature has saved many an FCJ bould lad and she has the wonder-
ful gift of bringing even the most reluctant of students with her - not an easy job 
with boys studying Irish. Ms. Kehoe has the most wonderful Gaeilge and was 
instrumental is creating the phrase that is our current motto – ‘Le Diagrais is le 
Dílseacht’ the Irish version of the Latin that adorns the crest on your jumper -  
Animo et Fide -which means with courage and loyalty. 

Ms Kehoe brings her warm, kind and caring personality to all she does and she 
is as caring in the staffroom as she is in the classroom. She is a great colleague 
in both the Irish and French subject departments and has been Head of the Irish 
Dept. during my time as principal. Ms. Kehoe has a great sense of fun and is 
seldom put out by what students say or do. Her practical common sense ap-
proach has saved many a boy from serious sanction and she was a successful 
and much loved Dean of Year. She nudges students along so that they achieve 
their potential without them even realising it. Ms Kehoe has travelled on trips 
abroad and has been a very important part of the TY trip for the past five years.  

And so today Anne the time has come for you to take a bow. I can't imagine 
FCJ Bunclody without you and the staffroom will certainly seem different next 
September. On behalf of your students and colleagues I wish you, and your   
husband Frank, many happy and healthy years ahead to enjoy with your six 
children, Niamh, Shane, Sinead, Emer, Roisin & Aoife. Now it's your turn to 
come to the altar to allow us in FCJ to say thank you. 

Last and by no means least I turn to Ms. Wade. For a lady who may be petite in 
stature you sure punch way above your weight and feature large in the life of 
FCJ Bunclody. 



Students what you may associate with Ms. Wade is her commitment and dedica-
tion to her classes but what you may not be aware of is all the other areas of 
school life to which she is central. All new teachers who start with us in FCJ are 
mentored by Ms. Wade and Mr. Ruane and no new recruit is left in any doubt as 
to what is expected from all staff and what is the "FCJ way" of doing things. I 
myself was mentored by Ms Wade when I started as Deputy Principal here 12 
years ago and to this day I know I am minded by her and fully supported in all I 
do. I still seek her advice and her wisdom and imagine I will continue to do so 
for a while yet. 

Ms. Wade was central to reviewing our Code of Behaviour and was very keen 
that student commitments should be positive - that's the Code we all work out of 
today. She is passionate about and actively involved in Anti-Bullying, Healthy 
Eating, Fitness and has been on all TY trips as well as travelling to America  
with our Orchestra.  She is LOYAL to FCJ in all she does -  in the standards  she 
sets for herself  and for  her students, loyal to her colleagues, to the FCJ ethos, to 
myself as principal and to both Deputies and most  especially to you the      
students in the classroom. She will never ask of another to give any more than 
she herself gives and she will never give up - you the students know that better 
than anyone. 

Ms. Wade doesn't look to be popular but instead looks to getting the best out of 
each and every one of you, whatever it takes, with the ultimate goal of academic 
excellence central to that. She believes that with the right work ethic and appli-
cation to study every student can ex-
cel and she expects the very best of 
every student equally - no one es-
capes!! She has coordinated the 
French Dept. for many years and 
was also  a teacher of Irish before 
she opted to job share. She is a pow-
erhouse of energy and the time has 
now come for her to take that to the 
next stage of her life.  

I wish you all the best Carmel, from 
your students, from your colleagues, 
and from myself, Una and Brendan 
as you set sail in the boat that is re-
tirement.  You will be missed by us 
all but the next phase of your life is 
yours to enjoy and I know you will 
embrace it. May you, Gabriel and 
Laura, have many happy and healthy 
years together. I now ask you to 
come forward Carmel to accept a  
token of appreciation from all in FCJ Bunclody. 



And so to the next big event today as we celebrate with you, our 134 Leaving 
Certs.   

I will begin with the annual Student- Teacher match last Wednesday.... I think, 
6th years you will agree that Mr. Earls deserves special mention here. He put 
huge work into ensuring your fun  afternoon went well for you all ...... no easy 
task! So thank you Mr. Earls... 

The last week has been full of emotion, high and low.   Throughout it all, Sixth 
Years, I must commend you for the lovely atmosphere and good humour you 
have shown both to your classmates and to staff. In showing Faithful Compan-
ionship you are indeed embedding that ethos for the students  who will follow 
you next year and  beyond.  You are playing  your part to ensure school  is a safe 
and happy place for all. 

So I hope today 6th years that among the many emotions you are going through 
that you feel a sense of pride in being part of FCJ for the last 5 or 6 years. I hope 
too that each of you feels your individuality and difference has been allowed to 
blossom  while yet being treated  as equal in our school. 

The last year and indeed the last 5/6 years have passed in a whirlwind and I 
hope you enjoyed the fun of looking at your little innocent faces in your 1st year 
photos Nicola put up for you. My hope is that through the time you have spent 
with us in FCJ you have learned to believe in yourself, you have realised that 
you can do well when you set your mind to it and that we value and support 
each one of your efforts to succeed. 

Well done too to five Leaving 
Certs who have attended school 
every day for their entire second-
ary school years - 28 years with-
out one break between the five of 
them!! What a great achieve-
ment. I would like to now call 
those students to the altar to ac-
cept your award: Chloe           
Kavanagh, Conor Kehoe, 
Leona McGuire, Sarah Phelan 
and last but by no means 
least ...... Cian Power! 

I wish each of you the very best as you leave us. I hope you will always know 
what it is to be a faithful companion to others on that journey and that with   
courage and with confidence you will always walk tall and aspire to be the very 
best. 

Next I want to thank on your behalf all the staff and in particular your Form 
Teachers and Dean of Year, Mr. Mernagh, for all they have done for you and for 
the school. Mr. Mernagh got a call from me last summer asking him to step into 



the voluntary role and he didn't even hesitate before saying yes. I want to publi-
cally thank you for that Mr. Mernagh as I appreciate all that is involved. The 
hard work, commitment and concern shown by your Form Teachers and Dean 
are what make the difference to your school experience. 

I now call on the Form  Teacher from  each class to assist me as we call forward 
the students from each class group to be presented with your Graduation        
Certificate: A6 - Ms. Catherine Doyle, B6 - Mr. Rory Hickey,  C6 - Ms. Sandra 
Power,  P6 - Ms. Gail Connolly & V6 - Ms. Louise Kenny. 

I would  like to thank the Senior Prefects, and in particular the Head Girl and 
Head Boy, and the Meitheal Leaders for their leadership shown in the school. 

I would like to invite the Meitheal Leaders to come forward to the altar to be 
presented with a token of our gratitude for being kind and faithful companions 
to our first years:  Aoife Lawlor, Seb Pim, Sinead Nolan, Daithi Medcalf, Ciara 
Banville, Chloe Kavanagh, Sinead Murphy, Ciara Moore, Dylan McGinty, Rob-
ert  Weston, Matilda Dunne Cronin, Roisin O Muiri, Keelin McHugh, Adam 
Ryan, Casey Doyle, Orlaith Breen, Barry Hickey, Liza Bates & Peter Scully. 

I now call on the Senior Prefects to come forward for a presentation in gratitude 
for your service to our school—Sean Bookey, J.P. Farrell, Daithi Medcalf, Liam 
McGuill, Emma Leacy, Ciara Moore, Roisin O Muiri Orla Sinnott.    And finally 
the Head Boy, Cian Fitzhenry, and Head Girl, Ciara Banville. 

I now call on the Head Girl and Head Boy to address you...... 

So here we are, we’ve spent the last 17 masses 

complaining about those uncomfortable seats and 

yet somehow, they seem more comfortable today 

than they ever did before.  

Firstly, before we begin, on behalf of the entire 

year group and in particular   Ms. Osborne, deputy 

principal, we would like to publicly thank Edward 

Horse Dunbar and Orlaith Breen for actually   

making the effort to show up on time here today. 

A sunny August 28th 2012, marked the beginning of our FCJ journey. From day 

one, we were welcomed in to a community of companionship and camaraderie. 

This sense of fellowship would prove to be essential in the sculpting of the 

strong, independent students sitting in this church today.  

As the gates begin to close behind us, the question is not what we leave behind, 

but what we bring with us from our time here in this school. We depart today 

with our minds full of knowledge, our personalities shining with confidence and 

our memories bursting with happiness.  



First to third year was a period of growth for all of us, and even though some 

may have lacked in height, they certainly made up for it with vibrant personali-

ties. That’s you Jamie Roban…. You did ask to be put in the speech. Our first 

state examination was daunting for many of us but with the support and guid-

ance from each other and our dedicated teachers, we all reached our own indi-

vidual potential, the ultimate aim here in FCJ. 

We said goodbye to our third year form classes and entered Transition year, full 

of energy and excitement. Having completed our first major exam it was now 

time to turn our attention to other aspects of growth and development. In a flurry 

of workshops, from our beloved Matrix Malcom, to the emotional Soar work-

shop, we matured together not just as students, but as young adults. However no 

amount of workshops could ever have prepared us for what we would face in the 

depths of Glendalough. After walking tens of miles through the steepest of     

valleys, the last thing we needed was to feel The Wrath of Trish, in all its terrify-

ing glory. We sat on the floor in shock wondering was this all a joke and those 

tense few minutes still haunt many of us to this day. I think we can all agree, she 

was one mighty woman.  

Transition Year also provided us with the opportunity to go ‘Back to the 80’s’, 

where we layered on the Sally Hansen and pulled up our luminous leg warmers 

and learned just what it takes to perform in a school musical. In Roisin Nolan’s 

case, she learned that just because you’re backstage doesn't necessarily mean 

that your microphone is turned off...those poor primary school children didn't 

know what to think. More recently, some of us ventured ‘Into the Woods’, as 

once again FCJ provided the stage for our musical talents to shine, where even 

the quietest of voices transformed into the most powerful of performers.  

The arrival of 5th year brought about the emergence of the hardiest group of 

‘Crows’ to ever grace the corridors of FCJ, Bunclody. It was only a matter of 

time before The Samuel Meany began to corrupt our innocent minds with his 

mad and twisted ways. From the Blokes to the Flock and the newcomers from 

third year, we quickly merged together to form the close sixth year body we see 

around us today. In no time we settled into our new subject choices and met our 

new lab partners, with Edward and Matilda working especially well together. 

But no partnership can rival the new power couple that is Ciara Johnston and the 

king himself, Peter Scully. 

Groups soon became insignificant as we faced both academic and personal chal-

lenges. We recognise today those who have overcome tough obstacles in the   



recent past and we would like you to know, just how proud we are of you and the in-

spiration you have given all of us. May your strength and courage reassure those 

who may currently find themselves in difficult circumstances.  No matter how dark 

the days may become, know that the friends you have made here will always stand 

by you through thick and thin. In particular here we want to      mention Ms. Simone 

O’Neill. We wish you well in your journey of recovery and want you to know you 

are always in our thoughts and prayers. 

As we make our final departure, it’s slowly beginning to dawn on us just how much 

of a mark this school has left on each and every one of us.  And we would like to 

think that we too have all left our own individual mark, some more than oth-

ers...Ciara Moore, Sam Meany. 

While many of us have spent the last 

six years under the watchful eye of Mr. 

Brendan Daly, a certain group of lads 

always managed to fly under his radar. 

You all know who they are, these foot-

balling superstars (aka Daly’s boys) 

represent the pride and passion we have 

shared in representing our school, on 

the field of sport. The roaring chant of 

“We’re the Leinster Champs” will echo 

in the back of buses for years to come.  

At the beginning of this year we were 

greeted by our new Dean, Mr. Mernagh. 

His powerful presence at the sixth year lockers and his memorable motivational 

speeches ensured that our final year ran smoothly and efficiently. On behalf of the 

sixth years, we are grateful for your consistent dedication and commitment. From 

one energetic man to another I’m sure we all remember the dramatic       ordeal that 

was our sixth year photo. In fairness, all the poor photographer wanted was one 

chance lads. Some say he is still looking for that one cloud…. While we are looking 

at the chicken that has appeared in our photo!! Competition for our crows eh??  

I think it is safe to say for most of us, many stressful hours were spent in evening 

study desperately preparing for those intense French Oral classes. On top of this 

stress, we also had to contend with the petrifying fear of taking just one of Aoife 

Gorman’s three tables in evening study. 

 Despite the pressure of orals and exams, Mr. Murphy always managed to ingrain in 

us to remain unique, spontaneous and authentic, a valuable lesson to take forward 

Ciara & Cian practising their speech in 

Ms. Threadgold’s office  [Photo- N. Carr] 



with us in the future. 

 As for the sauna of Ms. Wades classroom, contrary to popular belief it did not matter 

if you were asked six weeks ago or the day before nobody could know for sure if they 

were in the clear. Every Friday morning, the sixth year area was silenced as we anx-

iously made our last gasp attempts to soak in the notes. Some of us managed to ace 

the French oral class, others did their best to wing it, and even Aideen Kinsella man-

aged to get through it...sometimes. Ms Wade’s ability to motivate her students to 

achieve their full potential is a testament to her career here in this school. The dedica-

tion and commitment she shows is also shared by Ms. Kehoe and Mr. Dalton. We say 

goodbye today to these teachers who have given their all to this school and leave be-

hind a memorable legacy. On behalf of all students both past and present, we would 

like to express our sincere gratitude and we wish you the best of luck in all future en-

deavours.  

We would like to take a moment now to direct our words to the young, fresh faced 

first years sitting in the front row. Six years may seem like a long time away and you 

might think that this day will never arrive for you but take our word for it; it will 

come sooner than you think. For the remainder of your FCJ years you will hear Mr. 

Daly reinforce that everyone in this school has the right to feel safe and happy here. 

And even though sometimes you may understandably pick and choose which of his 

famous one liners you’ll listen to, trust us, and make sure to listen to that one.  So en-

joy every day here, embrace school life, get involved, and remember the more you put 

into this school, the more you will get out of it.   

One of the highlights from our final term was the tractor run, which showed just how 

agri spec our school really is. Christy Power took a break from his snapchat vlogging 

and alongside Mikey Farmer Furlong and others, they were in their   element as we 

walked together displaying the unity and pride we share as a school community. 

 Raising awareness for a cause that is so dear to us all, really conveys just how much 

the core values of FCJ have impacted our lives as young adults. We remember today 

those who are no longer with us, Caitlin and Josh, and the   cherished memories we 

shared together will forever remain close to our hearts.  

It goes without saying that each individual has learnt valuable lessons from their time 

here. Edward Horse Dunbar learned that a playful punch with  Mr. Fitzgibbon would 

soon lead to a swift suspension. Byron Byrne learnt that Eavan Boland is in fact a 

woman. Poor Cillian Redmond had to accept a brand new Audi rog from his Daddy 

after a questionable reversing manoeuvre from Aideen Kinsella.  

And just when Ms C. Doyle thought that Brian Lambert couldn’t surprise her any-



more, he somehow managed to sit the wrong chemistry mock paper.  

And now onto the thank yous.  Firstly to the dynamic trio of Mrs Threadgold, Mr. 

Daly, and Ms. Osborne for their constant encouragement and support during our time 

here. Thank you to Mr. Mernagh and Ms. O’Shaughnessy for their help and guidance 

in the past year. Also to Sister Madeline Hayes for her calming presence during a 

stressful year. Especially during the French Orals where it seemed she paid more at-

tention to us than the actual examiner did. With this calm atmosphere, and having 

spent two years preparing the vital French document, the one question you are    

guaranteed to be asked, you'd think it would be a good idea to actually remember 

and bring it in with you...wouldn’t you    Orlaith Breen? In the wise words of Jamie 

Roban, she certainly felt sick à la tête after that nightmare. 

 A massive thank you to Mr. Hennessy for all the hard work he put into producing 

our graduation mass and especially for the patience he showed when some people 

were nearly on the verge of tears regarding our initial grad song. Thank you to Mr. 

Earls for his massive contribution to making our final year a special one. And of 

course Nicola who will never really know just how much we         appreciate all the 

work she does on our behalf. A thank you to all the prefects who worked tirelessly 

behind closed doors for the benefit of the sixth year body and also for the young fu-

ture of FCJ. Our final and most important thank you lies with each and every sixth 

year. It has truly been a pleasure to be the Head Boy and Head Girl of the class 2018. 

So here we are, still sitting on those uncomfortable seats, but with a sense of opti-

mism and hope about the next chapter in our lives. We hope to find our way in life 

and hold onto the things that matter most to us, or in the case of you Sean Bookey, 

just try to hold onto your shoes.   

In the words of the late Avicii: ‘‘One 

day you’ll leave this world behind, so 

live a life you will remember.’’   

So let’s pause in this moment, and take 

a good look around us. Even though we 

may leave this school far behind, know 

that the lifelong friends we have made 

here will never be far away.  

The time has come lads. This is it.  It’s 

time to rise from those seats and finally 

leave the harbour. It’s time to set sail, with the wind behind us and our lives ahead of 

us.  So live a life you will remember.  Make it an unforgettable one, and know that 

your friends are with you, every step of the way.   Thank you.  


